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ABSTRACT
On the basis of previous research, the true trajectory of horizontal oil wells with complex 

structures is considered in this study. A horizontal well is an assembly of a myriad of infinitesimal 
section lines along the well’s length. Hence, a method to calculate the true horizontal well 
trajectory potential in a top-closed reservoir with bottom water is achieved. Combined with the 
formula of pressure drop in a single-phase variable mass flow horizontal well, a new coupled semi-
analytical model for horizontal well productivity prediction is established. Using a well from an 
offshore oilfield in China as case study, productivity prediction via calculation and comparison of 
the horizontal well is conducted. Prediction results show that the new model is more accurate than 
other models considered. The established model for real 3D well trajectory potential converts the 
integral solution into even-number segments to avoid the defect of zero denominator when potential 
calculation is conducted for the self-infinitesimal scenario. In summary, the new coupled semi-
analytical calculation model of productivity prediction for horizontal wells is built by establishing 
a calculation model for the true trajectory potential of a horizontal well. This model is proven 
feasible through actual case calculation. The new model is refined and stable, and productivity 
prediction under true trajectory conditions can be obtained with the new model. Such productivity 
prediction reflects the real situation of oil wells and is conducive for the optimal design of well 
trajectory and parameters.

Key words: coupled semi-analytical model; productivity prediction; horizontal wells; true 
trajectory; optimal design

INTRODUCTION
Similar to vertical wells, production in horizontal wells involve two processes: flowing in layers 

and in pipes separately. Although many similarities exist between horizontal and vertical wells, the 
flow process in horizontal wells is much more complicated. To understand the characteristics of 
horizontal well production, the two processes are usually merged during analysis. The flow in a 
reservoir follows the rules of seepage while flow in pipes follows the rules of variable mass flow. 
In order to merge the two processes for effective analyses, a coupled model must be built and a 
solution established. In the earlier research, many methods proposed (V. P. Merkulov, 1958; J. P. 
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Borisov, 1964; Giger F. M. et al., 1984; Joshi S.D. et al., 1988; Renard G. et al., 1991; Elgaghah 
S. A., Osisanya S. O., & Tiab D., 1996; Dou Hong’en, 1996; Economides M. J., Deimbachor F. 
X., Brand C. W., & Heinemann Z. E., 1991; Frick T. P. & Economides M. J., 1993) have been 
simplified, considering only the flow of the seepage and neglecting the effect of the flow of pipes. 
It is clear that a fully coupled approach is not fully considered.

Given that the structure of horizontal and multilateral wells with branches is complicated, 
many people have carried out related researches. Most of them (Marett et al., 1993; Ozkan et al., 
1995; Popa et al., 1996; Liu Xiangping et al., 1999; Yula Tang et al., 2000; Liu Xiangping et al., 
2000a; Chen Yaohui et al., 2002; Han Guoqing et al., 2004; Chen Wei et al., 2004; Li Xiaoping 
et al., 2005; Vicente et al., 2006; Su Yuliang et al., 2007; Mohammadsalehi et al., 2010; Zhang 
Lin et al., 2011; Xie Xun et al., 2012; Yuan Lin et al., 2014;) have carried out horizontal well 
production simulation studies and a few (Salas et al., 1996; Liu Xiangping et al., 2000b; He 
Haifeng et al., 2004; Fan Yuping et al., 2006; Chen Weidong et al., 2006; Yang Xiaosong et al., 
2008; Yue Ping et al., 2015) have carried out multilateral well production simulation studies. 
Excluding a few studies (Vicente et al., 2006; Salas et al., 1996;) are simulated by simulators, 
other studies are carried out by using the superposition principle of potential. Some methods 
are superimposed by pressure, essentially superposition of potential, with some differences in 
form. These methods involve simulating horizontal and multilateral wells with branches as a 
straight line, which is unsuitable and may result in large errors in several instances, as explained 
in several references (Qi Zhilin et al., 2006; He Fengguo et al., 2009). Only a few methods 
consider the wellbore trajectory (Chen Yaohui et al., 2002; Qi Zhilin et al., 2006; Ouyang et al., 
1998; Ouyang et al., 2001; Christian et al., 2000; Vicente et al., 2001; Gui et al., 2007; Kabir et 
al., 2009). Several studies (Chen Yaohui et al., 2002; Qi Zhilin et al., 2006) were based on the 
formula of Xiangping Liu (Liu Xiangping et al., 1999). During the calculation of this formula, 
the denominator could be zero, which is inaccurate.

Ouyang et al., (1998) and Ouyang et al., 2001 adopted the potential of the middle point of the 
infinitesimal section as a substitute and established a transient model of a horizontal or multilateral 
well. This model uses the same principle as that of Xiangping Liu (1999). No essential difference 
exists. Although the formula form is consistent, it is based on the superposition model of pressure 
that does not comply with the potential superposition principle. The study conducted by Christian 
et al. (2000) was an extension of the studies of Ouyang et al. (1998 and 2001). It also possesses 
the same shortcomings as the original model. Numerical simulations have also been conducted 
(Vicente et al., 2001; Gui et al., 2007; Kabir et al., 2009) by establishing partial differential 
equations or simulators (based on partial differential equations). Vicente et al. focused on the 
productivity transient simulation research of horizontal wells with various fracture parameters by 
establishing partial differential equations. A transient simulation of oil, gas, and water phases was 
carried out by establishing partial differential equations (Gui et al., 2007). Kabir et al. (ref) thought 
that a few semi-analytical modeling approaches by simplifying assumptions in the previous 
studies are less than accurate inflow profile prediction of horizontal wells through coupling of a 
reservoir and a wellbore simulator. However, they did not provide a reliable comparative study. 
Additionally, these approaches belong to the category of numerical simulations by establishing 
partial differential equations, and they have an important drawback, that is, the need for a large 
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amount of simulation time. In this context and on the basis of a previous research method (Liu 
Xiangping et al., 1999) that used the potential superposition principle, a new model for predicting 
the productivity of horizontal wells with a real wellbore trajectory has been developed in this study 
and compared with the Liu Xiangping model.

3D STEADY SEEPAGE FLOW MODEL IN CONSIDERATION

 OF THE TRUE WELLBORE TRAJECTORY

The single-phase isothermal flow of a slightly compressible fluid (liquid) with constant 
compressibility  and  viscosity  in a horizontal well with length L in a homogeneous porous 
medium is considered. 2D anisotropy in the reservoir is assumed and Kh and Kv are horizontal and 
vertical permeability, respectively. 

While there are four types of reservoirs, the top-closed reservoir with bottom water is 
considered. The calculation procedures employed are similar to that utilised in Liu Xiangping et 
al. (1999). Given that the multilateral well is an extension of the horizontal well, the 3D flow model 
can be used for both.

1. Calculation of the potential in true wellbore trajectory

The entire potential in point ( X, Y, Z ) from one horizontal wellbore which has a uniform flow 
can be

               (1)

In the formula,  is the entire potential of horizontal well in point (X, Y, Z), q is the production 
rate of horizontal well, m is the parts of horizontal well divided into, ( xsi, ysi, zsi ) is the start 
coordinate of i part, (xei, yei, zei) is the end coordinate of i part, f , (x, y, z), g (x, y, z), and h (x, y, z), 
are the function of x, y, z, (The detailed definitions are provided in the Appendix A).

For different areas, the directions of the inflow from the edges present several differences with 
the inflow from the middle side. A mutual effect exists in interfacing parts as the pressure drop 
appears. The flow rates of the different parts of the horizontal wellbore are different in the reservoir. 
Thus, the entire horizontal part is divided into many small parts because a small part is too short to be 
regarded as having a uniform flow. The potential created by each part can be obtained with Formula 
1 (Formula A-20 in the appendix). This formula can calculate each part separately, and it is highly 
accurate. The derivation of this formula and the advantages are described in Appendix A.

The calculating procedure for the potential of a top-closed reservoir with bottom water is 
shown in the following subsection.

2. Calculation of potential from a horizontal well in a top-closed reservoir with bottom water

For the reservoir shown in Figure 1, by dividing horizontal length L into N parts, the potential 
can be calculated with mirror reflection theory, as shown in Figure 2.

          (2)
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 Fig. 1. Schematic of a horizontal well in a top-closed reservoir with bottom water 

   

Fig. 2. Mirror image of a horizontal well in a top-closed reservoir with bottom water

In the formula,  is the potential of part  j, q, is the flow rate of part  j, h  is the thickness of 
the oil layer, z is the distance from the horizontal well to the bottom of the layer, Cj is a constant, 
and  is defined below.

          (3)    

where Lj is the length of part  is the start coordinate, and  is the end coordinate in  
direction. X The rest of the parameters are coordinates in y and directions.

3. Inflow relationship in a horizontal well
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Based on the superposition principle of the potential, the entire potential of a horizontal well 
can be calculated.

                                                          (4)

From Formula 4, we have

                                                                                                                         (5)

where  is the constant pressure of the boundary or the potential of the oil drainage 
boundary and  is the constant pressure of the boundary or the potential of the oil drainage 
boundary of part  j .

Combining Formulas 4 and 5 yields

                                                                            (6)

According to the potential function, 

                                                                                      (7)

where p is the pressure in the oil layer, k is the permeability,  is the viscosity,  is the density,   
H is the height, and g is the acceleration of gravity.

Incorporating Formula 6 into Formula 7 results in

                                       
(8)

In Formula 8, pe is the boundary pressure and ze is the coordinate in the z direction.

In consideration of anisotropy, this study selected the permeability of geometric average 
as  

The rule of seepage flow is reflected by Formula 8, which denotes the relationship between the 
external pressure of the wellbore and inflow productivity. The rule of variable mass flow needs to 
be considered when building the coupled model.

MODEL OF THE FLOW IN THE WELLBORE

The process can be classified into two categories according to the completion system, as shown 
in Figs. 3 and 4. The first category has two types of flow processes: layer and pipe flows. The second 
category has three types of flow processes: layer, annular, and pipe-center flows. For ease of comparison, 
we begin with a simple completion verification, which is the basis for building a more complex model. 
This study establishes a calculation model of open hole completion, so the method in Figure 3 is selected. 
The formation seepage model established in this study can also be applied to Figure 4’s completion mode. 
Figure 4’s completion mode is a model that considers both the annulus and central wellbore flow. Several 
related studies (Valvatne, P. H., 2003; Neylon, K., et al., 2009; Luo, W. et al., 2015a; Luo, W. et al., 2015b) 
have also shown that both flows should be considered. As long as the wellbore flow model corresponding 
to Figure 4 is established, the formation seepage model can be coupled with the wellbore flow model.
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Fig. 3. First type of wellbore flow

   Fig. 4. Second type of wellbore flow

Many types of completion systems can be used according to the different flow processes. The 
first system includes barefoot and perforated completion. The second system includes central 
manifold completion and barefoot completion with pre-stuffed gravel in the sieve tube. This study 
regarded the first type as an example.

 (1) Calculation model for the productivity and pressure of the infinitesimal section

Supposing that the length is L and the line is divided into N parts equally, by arranging all the 
parts from the start to the end, the length of each part is . Part i is shown in Figure 5.

With p1,i as the up-flow pressure of part i,  as the up-flow productivity, p2,i as the down-
flow pressure, and  as the down-flow productivity, then the pressure drop of this part  can 
be obtained as follows:
                                                                                                                       (9)

                                                                                                                      (10)

The average pressure of this part is regarded as the flowing pressure, that is,

                                                                               (11)

Supposing that the productivity of the end part is zero, that is,  band the pressure of 
the start part is flowing pressure pwf , we have

                                                                                                             (12)

 (2) Calculation model for pressure drop dpw,i in part i
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The pressure loss of this infinitesimal part results from the loss of gravity, fractional loss, and 
so on. If the fractional loss is dpf,i, then the accelerating loss is dpacc,i, and the mixture loss is dpmix,i. 
According to the principle of mass conservation, we obtain

                                                     (13)

Furthermore,

                                                                                                                               (14)

where V1,i is the injecting velocity of the start part in infinitesimal part i, Vr,i is the velocity from 
the layer to infinitesimal part i, and D is the pipe diameter.

Fig. 5. Schematic of the i infinitesimal section

Fig. 6. Force analysis of the  infinitesimal section
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As shown in Figure 6, based on the conservation of momentum, pressure loss dpw,i can be 
calculated as 

                                                                (15)

                                                                     (16)                   

                                    (17)

             (18)

where  is the pressure drop in part i,  is the average velocity of this part, t is the time to 
go through this part,  is the wall shear stress of the pipe,  is the frictional factor,  is 
the mixture loss,  and  is considered zero for the following comparison.

COUPLED MODEL OF RESERVOIR FLOW AND WELLBORE FLOW

 AND THE STEADY-STATE SOLUTION

Based on the flowing situation in the pipe, the coupled model can be built with the flowing 
situation in the layers. Then, coordinated production can be obtained. The first type of coupled 
model and its solution are shown below.

The 3D seepage in the reservoir is connected with the flowing situation in the pipe, and they 
affect each other.

                         (19)

Formula 19 can be transformed into Formula 20.

                      (20)

where  

The pressure drop in the pipe can be calculated according to the second section. The pressure 
of part j is shown below.

                                                                    (21)

where  and  is the pressure of the end point.

                                                            (22)

The productivity of the horizontal well is
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                                                                                    (23)

where  is the oil volume factor.

Parameters q and pw are unknown in the coupled model, and the solution can be obtained 
through iteration. Supposing that a series of  pw exists, q can be obtained with Formula 20, which 
can be incorporated into the pressure function and Formula 21 to refresh the value of q from 
heel to toe repeatedly until a small corresponding error exists in the values of q and pw. Finally, 
productivity can be obtained with Formula 23.

MODEL CALCULATION AND VERIFICATION

Based on the data on oil wells in previous studies (Liu Xiangping et al., 1999; Fan Zifei, 
1993) shown in Table 1, this study compared the outcomes of the model above and those of 
other models, including Xiangping Liu’s model (V. P. Merkulov, 1958; J. P. Borisov, 1964; Giger 
F. M. et al., 1984; Joshi S.D. et al., 1988; Renard G. et al., 1991; Elgaghah S. A., Osisanya S. 
O., & Tiab D., 1996; Dou Hong’en, 1996; Economides M. J., Deimbachor F. X., Brand C. W., 
& Heinemann Z. E., 1991; Frick T. P. & Economides M. J., 1993; Liu Xiangping et al., 1999). 
The results are shown in Table 2. The two testing points of pressure and liquid production in the 
horizontal parts are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Several advantages were observed 
as follows.

(1) The new coupled model is more accurate than the compared ones, and the calculation of the 
potential is more precise. The relative error is 5.01%.

(2) The situation of zero denominator could occur in the potential calculation method of the 
infinitesimal section established by Liu Xiangping et al. In the calculation, if the value is large, 
the productivity prediction is large and vice versa. Productivity prediction was performed 
by taking different minimum values when the denominator is zero by using Liu Xiangping’s 
model. A graph was drawn and is shown in Figure 9. The figure shows that Liu Xiangping’s 
model encounters a problem. Selecting the minimum value is difficult when the denominator 
is zero. This value exerts a significant impact on productivity prediction, however the model 
established in this study can solve this problem. The value in the current study was selected 
by adjusting the size of the production rate of the first test points calculated by Liu Xiangping 
et al. The second test points were calculated on this basis. Several differences were observed 
between the calculated results and those of Liu Xiangping et al. The 3D model that considers 
the real wellbore trajectory in Formula 17 can divide the integration of the solution into even 
parts, thus avoiding the situation of zero denominator.

(3) The model built in this study can be used to predict the productivity in horizontal wells with 
real wellbore trajectory.

Results from comparisons with other models demonstrated that the new coupled model is more 
feasible and precise.
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Table 1 Basic data on well XXX-1

Parameters Value Unit

Original horizontal permeability 569 mD

Original vertical permeability 280 mD

Wellbore radius 0.0549 m

Volume factor of crude oil 1.031

Eccentricity 25.36 m

Differential pressure of testing point 1 4.57 MPa

Differential pressure of testing point 2 5.9 MPa

Drainage radius 500 m

Length of the horizontal well 599.5 m

Layer thickness 63 m

Density of crude oil 0.935 g/cm3

Viscosity of crude oil 65 mPa.s

Production of testing point 1 1288 m3/d

Production of testing point 2 1516 m3/d

Table 2. Calculation results and error analysis of the methods

Method
Calculation of
testing point 1

(m3/d)

Relative
error 
(%)

Calculation of
testing point 2

(m3/d)

Relative
error
(%)

Average
error
(%)

Merkulovb 588.31 54.3 759.52 49.9 52.1

Giger 810.67 37.1 1046.6 31.0 34.05

Joshi 575.91 55.3 743.51 51.0 53.15

Borisov 751.8 41.6 970.6 36.0 38.8

Renard 655.14 49.1 845.81 44.2 46.65

Elgaghad 617.1 52.1 796.69 47.4 49.75

Dou Hong’en 415.04 67.8 535.83 64.7 66.25

Economides* 1343.9 4.34 1735.01 14.45 9.39

Liu Xiangping 1219.25 5.34 1591.18 4.96 5.15

Proposed Method 1179.7 8.41 1540.55 1.62 5.01

* : The factor F in the formula of Economides could be a negative number if the skin factor is 
zero, which is very unreasonable. This formula does not consider the eccentricity of the horizontal 
well. For comparison, by taking the first testing point as a reference and by adjusting the skin 
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factor and relevant factors, the permeability of damaged zone was set as  times of the original 
permeability. The maximum radius of damaged zone was  times larger than that of the wellbore. 
After the adjustment, the second testing point was calculated. 

The different error calculation methods in Table 2 are presented below.

The relative error is the absolute percentage error.

                                                                                                                             (24)

Where the non-absolute relative error, er , is given by:

                                                                                                            (25)

The average error is the absolute average percentage error.

                                                                                                                       (26)

Where N is the number of test points.

Fig. 7. Pressure and liquid production along horizontal parts in testing point 1

Fig. 8. Pressure and liquid production along horizontal parts in testing point 2
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Fig. 9. Production prediction values of different denominators by using Xiangping Liu’s model

With the data of oil well XXX-1 as an example, we calculated the well productivity in two 
different situations. In the first situation, we assumed that the bore hole is inclined, and the angle 
below the horizontal direction is 2°, as shown in Figure 10. In the second situation, we assumed 
that the trajectory of well has three coordinates, half of the bore hole is inclined, the angle below 
the horizontal direction is 2°, and the other half has a 1° angle below the horizontal direction, as 
shown in Figure 11. If the producing pressure is 4.57 MPa, the production is 1351.43 m3/d in the 
first situation and 1318.5 m3/d in the second situation. The pressure and liquid production along the 
horizontal parts are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 shows that the gravity from the start to the end of the horizontal well needs to be 
overcome. The pressure drop in these two situations obviously increases compared with that in 
Figure 7. However, given that the horizontal part nearly reaches the interface of water and oil 
with constant pressure, the producing speed of the end part is larger than that of the start part, thus 
resulting in the increase in total production. Through the verification of the second situation, the 
true well trajectory can be calculated with the new model.

Fig. 10. First situation of the bore hole
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Fig. 11. Second situation of the bore hole

Fig. 12. Pressure and liquid production along horizontal parts in two situations

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the following conclusions can be obtained:

(1) The new 3D coupled model is more accurate than other methods (as shown in Table. 2), and 
has a relative error is 5.01%. 

(2) The new model is stable (The new model can divide the integration solution into even parts, 
thus avoiding the situation of zero denominator.) and the case caused by using Xiangping Liu 
method will not happen in this method (as shown in Figure 9).

(3) The new model with real wellbore trajectory is feasible. The new model can predict the 
productivity of a horizontal well with real wellbore trajectory and can thus reflect the effect 
of borehole trajectory (as shown in Figure 12). It is helpful in parameter optimization during 
trajectory design.
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APPENDIX THE CALCULATION METHOD OF HORIZONTAL WELL’S 
POTENTIAL

1. Calculation of the potential in true wellbore trajectory

Supposing that a point sink called M exists in space, according to the rules of seepage, the 
velocity of seepage can be obtained when the center is M and the spherical radius is r and the 
productivity is q.

                                                                                                                                  (A-1)

According to the definition of “potential” and Darcy’s law, the velocity of seepage can be 
obtained.

                                                                                                                                      (A-2)

where  is the small variation of potential when the spherical radius has small variation .

The Formula A-1 is equal to Formula A-2. 

                                                                                                                              (A-3)

By separating the formulas and by integrating, the expression of the space potential is obtained 
as Formula A-4.

                                                                                                                          (A-4)

The 3D layer contains a horizontal well with length L and productivity q. The coordinates 

of the start and end parts are (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2), respectively, as shown in Figure a-1. We 
assumed that the flow of crude oil in the layer is steady, and the horizontal well was regarded as a 
line sink with a uniform inflow.

After dividing the horizontal well into m parts on the average (the length of each part 
is L/m), the start coordinate of i part is (xsi, ysi, zsi), and the end coordinate is (xei, yei, zei). 
Additionally, i = 1, 2, 3, ... m .

After obtaining a point in one sectional part with the coordinate (x, y, z) as the final point, the 
length to the start point of this sectional part is 

                                                               (A-5)
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By obtaining the total differential of both sides of Formula A-5, the infinitesimal part ds meets 
the following formula.

                                                           (A-6)

For ds , the production of this part is    The potential at point ( X, Y, Z ) is

                                                                                                                            (A-7)

 

                                                                                                                     (A-8)
                     

                                             (A-9)

We supposed that f ( x, y, z, ),  g ( x, y, z, ), and h ( x, y, z, ), are as follows:

                                                                                                  (A-10)

                                                                                                  (A-11)

                                                                                                     (A-12)

Thus, as the spatial region belongs to 3D single connected open region G, and  f ( x, y, z, ), 
g ( x, y, z, ), and h ( x, y, z, ), have the first-order partial derivative in this region, the following 
formula is met.

                                                                                      (A-13)

The potential created by this part in space ( X, Y, Z ) is

                                                                                           (A-14)

                (A-15)

Formula A-15 can be rewritten as

          (A-16)

In the above formula, the first item on the right has x as the integration variable. y and z are 
constant. The rest are integrated similarly.

The first item on the right is integrated as follows:
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         (A-17)

After simplifying the formula and supposing that a = (  y – Y  )2 + ( z – Z )2, b = ( y – ysi )
2 + ( z-zsi )

2, 

                                      (A-18)

The formula can be 

                                    (A-19)

Formula A-17 equals the integration of (x, ysi, zsi), in the domain of [xsi, xei] then multiplied 
by  .

Fig. a-1. Schematic of horizontal wells in unbounded formation

Finally, the entire potential in point ( X, Y, Z ) from the horizontal well can be

       (A-20)

For different areas, the directions of the inflow from the edges present several differences 
with the inflow from the middle side. A mutual effect exists in interfacing parts, and the 
pressure drop appears. The flow rates of the different parts of the horizontal wellbore are 
different in the reservoir. Thus, the entire horizontal part is divided into many small parts 
because a small part is too short to be regarded as having a uniform flow. The potential 
created by each part can be obtained with Formula A–20. This formula can calculate each part 
separately, and it is highly accurate.
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2. The comparison of new method and Liu Xiangping’s method

The calculation method proposed in this study is far more accurate than that of Liu Xiangping 
(Liu Xiangping et al., 1999). The proposed method has the following advantages. First, the 
proposed method segments the segmented section. Second, the formulas of the potential of a point 
generated by one infinitesimal section in Liu Xiangping are 

Evidently, the denominator could be zero in the potential calculation of a point in the infinitesimal 
section self  resulting in an infinite 
outcome. Thus, selecting the value is difficult. If the value is too large, the production prediction 
would be small and vice versa. The model built in Formula A-15 can avoid this shortcoming because 
it addresses the subsection integral by dividing the entire trajectory into even parts. Formula A-15 
can calculate the potential in any 3D point. When the potential of part i needs to be obtained, the 
formula takes the potential of middle point i for replacement, and the coordinate of the middle 

point is (X, 0, 0), among which  

stands for integrating  f (x, ysi, zsi) in the district of [xsi, xei], namely, it computes the area of formula   
f (x, ysi, zsi)  in the district of [xsi, xei]. By dividing the line into even parts (shown in Figure a-2), 
adopting the value of  f ( x, ysi, zsi ), and multiplying by  , no zero denominator exists. When the 
line is divided into odd parts (shown in Figure a-3), infinite  f ( x, ysi, zsi ) exists in the situation of 
x = X, similar to the calculation method of Liu Xiangping. 

Fig. a-2. Dividing part  into even segments  

     

Fig. a-3. Dividing part  into odd segments
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حديث نموذج قارن متوقع لقدرة انتاج البئر الأفقي بم�سار البئر الدقيقي

لوه وي* ، لياو ريت�سوان* ، وانغ �سيوى وو* ، يانغ مينغ**، ت�سى وي لين*** و ليو ت�سى لونغ*

*كلية الهند�شة البرولية لجامعة ت�شانغجيانغ  ووهان هوبى ال�شين ال�شعبية 430100 

*مختبر مهم لق�شم تعليم تقنيات موارد وتنقيب النفط والغاز بجامعة ت�شانغجيانغ  ووهان هوبى ال�شين ال�شعبية 430100  

**معهد تنمية التنقيب لفرع �شركة حقل توها البترولي ال�شينية  هامى �شينجيانغ ال�شين ال�شعبية 839009 

***معهد التقنيات الهند�شية لفرع �شركة حقل توها  �شان�شان �شينجيانغ  ال�شين ال�شعبية 838202

الخـلا�سة

هذه المقالة على اأ�شا�س الدرا�شة التاريخية ، باعتبار الم�شار الدقيق للبئر الأفقي بالهيكل المعقدة . البئر الأفقي هو تجمع خط 

التق�شيم بالحد الأدنى بكبيرة الكمية لطول البئر الأفقي . لذلك ، قد يمكن ح�شاب الم�شار الدقيقى لبئر اأفقي بما يحتوى على طبقة 

ختم النفط بماء القاع . ارتباط ب�شيغة هبوط ال�شغط بئر اأفقي �شائل الجودة بانتجاه فردى ، تم ان�شاء نموذج �شبه تحليلي حديث 

اقترانى بمتوقع قدرة انتاج البئر الأفقي . المثال ببئرما فى حقول نفط بحري فى ال�شين ، تم اجراء توقع قدرة الإنتاج عبر تعداد 

الح�شاب  نموذج  �شيحوّل   . الأخرى  النماذج  من  دقة  اأكثر  الحديث  النموذج  اأن  التوقع  نتيجة  تعر�س   ، الأفقي  البئر  ومقارنة 

لإمكانية م�شار بئر 3D الحقيقى الى قطعة اأرقام زوجية ، لتجنب عيوب القا�شم ب�شفر عند تعداد الإمكانية فى حالة �شيناريوهات 

اللانهائية . على كل حال ، تم ت�شكل نموذج �شبه تحليلي اقترانى لتوقع قدرة انتاج  البئر الأفقي الحديث عبر ان�شاء نموذج تعداد 

امكانية م�شار حقيقى لبئر اأفقي . على اأ�شا�س ح�شابات الحالة الفعلية ، قد ثبت جدوى النموذج هذا . �شائب ودقيق الجديد 

النموذج ، ممكن ا�شتخدام هذا النموذج بتوقع قدرة الإنتاج فى ظروف دقة الم�شار . هذا النوع من توقع قدرة الإنتاج يعك�س 

الحالت الفعلية للحقول ، وي�شاعد على تح�شين ت�شميم م�شار البئر ومعلماته .

الكلمات المفتاحية : نموذج �شبه تحليلي اقتراني ؛ توقع الإنتاج ؛ بئر اأفقي ؛ م�شار حقيقي ؛ تح�شين ت�شميم.
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